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Current situation of Green Public Procurement at the Basque Country.

Current state
•
•

•

In the Basque Country, we started working on green public procurement in 2008.
Several political commitments have been made in this regard:
o Agreement of April 29, 2008, adopted by the Governing Council on incorporation of social,
environmental, and other public policies in the contracting of the Administration of the
Autonomous Community and its public sector.
o Basque Government green public procurement and procurement program 2011-2014.
o Basque Country green purchasing and contracting program 2020
o Now we are designing the next Green Purchase Program for the Basque Country 2030
The Basque Government has a Public Company that acts as Technical Secretary for its
promotion: Ihobe.

Organization:
The path travelled and the programs deployed have enabled an organization within the Basque
public sector (coordination, use of resources and definition of roles):
•
•

•
•

Ihobe (technical secretary)
Entities that deploy green public procurement (take advantage of synergies...)
o Engaging entities
o Entities that have made a commitment
o The rest of entities
Agents with key roles in public procurement
Private sector (supply-demand coordination)

Lines of activity
5 lines of activity have been deployed that have allowed:
1. Generate technical knowledge by Ihobe and dissemination among the public sector
(depending on demands and needs, use of resources, message to the private sector,
progress in new areas ...)
2. Integrate into the contracting procedures (Basque Government guidelines, purchasing
centres, ...)
3. Deploy education, training and awareness actions
4. Coordinate with the private-side the criteria developed, to ensure positive market response
and launch messages.
5. Take advantage of synergies of networking, outreach and recognition
In addition, a systematized measurement and monitoring system has been established, which is
being revised to visualize the contribution of green purchasing to other public policies.

Ihobe website and other resources
Available on our website on the green public purchasing section: https: //www.ihobe.eus/comprapublica-verde
• Environmental criteria for 30 categories of products / services
• Publications (Costs of Lifecycle, labelling…)
• Events presentations
• Good practices from Basque public entities

We have achieved great progress, but we still have a long road to go.

Challenges, opportunities, and barriers
• Advance in the professionalization and technical knowledge of the people responsible for
procurement. The environmental scope is very technical and hard systemize.
• Address the right people for this job (hiring manager vs. contract manager ...)
• Development of environmental criteria in line with the real market conditions and always
ensuring legal compliance with public procurement.
• Listen to the protagonists for the development of tools that are demanded for a practical
and realistic advance.

Challenges, opportunities, and barriers
• Establish some technical support system to which entities can contact for questions,
queries, …
• Generate critical mass with confidence that encourages other entities also to advance and
take advantage from leader entities and “vertigo-free” to advance on newer issues.
• Visualize the contributions of green public procurement to policies (climate change, circular
economy, economic boost ...) and its results. Establish recognition systems.
• Work with the private sector so that it can respond positively to our demands and
encourage them to move forward as well.

Thank you all!

